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Key
y messages for the business rolle in sustainable con
nsumption::




Collabora
ate across th
he value cha
ain to addre
ess environmental “hotsp
pots”, be it with
w the comp
pany,
suppliers, or consume
ers.
Assess co
onsumers’ su
ustainability value propo
osition directtly to better understand
u
h
how
they integrate
sustainab
bility in their “moment off truth” at the
e shelf.
Achieving sustainablle consumpttion at marke
et scale will require new
w thinking on business mo
odels,
mational inno
ovation in the
e development and use of consume
er products, and new forrms of
transform
collabora
ation that, to
ogether, will enable busin
ness to achie
eve marketp
place succe
ess while solv
ving societall
problemss.

Overrview
On January
J
30, 2012, appro
oximately 10
00 companiies, members of civil so
ociety, gove
ernment, and
d academic
c
institutions came
e together in a meetiing jointly convened
c
b The Worlld Business Council forr Sustainable
by
e
elopment (W
WBCSD), Wo
orld Environm
ment Centerr (WEC), and
d World Wild
dlife Fund (W
WWF). The focus of the
e
Deve
mee
eting was on the role business can play
p
in sustaiinably meetiing the world’s future co
onsumption needs given
n
the megatrends
m
of an increa
asing popula
ation, diminisshing resourc
ces, and a burgeoning
b
m
middle
class.
entations1 an
nd discussions were grou
uped into four themes:
Prese
 Vision 20
050 Sustainable Consum
mption: How do some le
eading com
mpanies view
w their role in promoting
g
sustainab
ble consump
ption and wh
hy do they th
hink it is impo
ortant to the
e success of their
t
businessses?
 Sustainab
ble Value Chain
C
Case Studies:
S
Wha
at are some
e creative ways
w
compa
anies are wo
orking across
their nettworks and with consum
mers to increase bene
efits for the entire value
e chain wh
hile reducing
g
impacts to
t the plane
et?
 Innovativ
ve Business Models:
M
Rep
presentatives from differrent businesss sectors disscussed cha
anges in theiir
business models to promote susta
ainable consumption.
 WWF’s Pe
erspective on
o the Role of Business in Sustainable Consum
mption: Wha
at does WWF, a leading
g
global en
nvironmenta
al organizatio
on, believe business’s ro
ole in sustainable consum
mption to be
e and how iis
WWF worrking with co
ompanies arround the wo
orld to suppo
ort sustainab
ble consump
ption?
esented theirr work and comments
c
d
during
presen
ntations and
d panel discussions– all aimed
a
at the
e
Peerr experts pre
role of business in
n sustainable
e consumptiion.

WW
WF – Think About
A
It ...

The tone
t
for the meeting’s discussions
d
was “doing more
m
with lesss”, set by WW
WF:
 Current global
g
consumption lev
vels with 7 billion
b
people
e already usse more resources than
n one plane
et
Earth can
n provide.
 As globa
al population
n grows to an
n expected 9 billion by 2050,
2
with diisproportiona
ate growth in the middle
e
class, we
e will need 2..5 Earths to meet
m
currentt demand tre
ends.
 We mustt learn to inttensify production of ag
gronomic crrops in a susstainable wa
ay such tha
at we do no
ot
irreparab
bly damage ecosystems that provide
e invaluable
e ecosystem services.
1

Spea
akers came from the following
g organizations:: AkzoNobel, He
enkel, Nestle Waters North America, Nokia, Prroctor &Gamble (P&G),
PepsiC
Co, The Coca-C
Cola Company
y, Wal-mart, WB
BCSD, WEC, and
d WWF
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We can strategically make a difference by focusing on the largest companies that are also responsible
for the majority of commodity trade globally to voluntarily improve practices.
We must work with governments globally to ensure the remainder of crops produced is grown
sustainably.

Vision 2050 for Sustainable Consumption

The WBCSD’s 2010 Vision 2050 – the new agenda for business provides a 2050 vision, namely, “9 billion people
living well and within the limits of the planet”. The role of consumption in that vision is given in the WBCSD’s 2011
A vision for sustainable consumption – innovation, collaboration and the management of choice. This vision is
based on the following assumptions and goals:
 Changing consumption: this includes thinking about bringing
quality of life to those currently at the bottom of the pyramid
and an additional million people joining the middle class.
 The need for better products and services, enlightened
consumers, maximized total value, new measures, and a
cohesive and responsive marketplace. Constant dialogue
between all actors in the value chain is needed for products
and services to be designed for and accessed by consumers.
 Creating and managing choice through innovation, choice
influencing, choice editing, and educating the consumer.
 Key “must-haves” for success are: more collaboration and
information exchanges throughout the value net, a deeper
understanding of consumer behavior, innovative technology,
evolving business models, and a commitment to reinforce
The five elements of a
trust.
vision for sustainable
 Sustainable consumption is a complex and daunting
consumption in 2050
challenge for businesses; it necessitates an increased pace of
change; business models and products need to make
efficient use of resources, and enable more sustainable
consumption patterns.
Key Discussions and Outcomes:
 Educating the consumer via choice editing and/or influencing is key to changing consumer behavior.
 New business models to enable sustainable consumption must be relevant to the situation, and may
include a variety of crop or other commodity certifications, including working with local farmers to
switch crops.
 Investors should also be engaged in this dialog to help lift innovative business practices and technology.
Businesses will be better able to respond to uncertainties and potential inertia in the markets.
 Governments must be involved in incentivizing sustainable crop practices. They should level the playing
field through necessary regulations, and then allow business to take the lead.

Sustainable Value Chain Case Study Panel

Case studies were presented from three companies. Common themes across these case studies included:
 Companies are targeting 75% of consumers, who are the
“sustainable mainstream”; they are eco-aware and will not
accept trade-offs in product/service performance.
 Lifecycle assessment is being used to prioritize the focus of
product and service innovation across the value chain,
identifying the area with the greatest opportunity for change or
“hotspot”, translating sustainability into business opportunity.
 Examples of hot spots discussed include: reducing energy in the
consumer use phase of laundry detergent by changing
effectiveness of cold water washing to be the same as hot
water washing; using less adhesive that is equally as effective as
more of a prior formulation; and developing alliances with
upstream partners to reduce the overall greenhouse gas
emissions.
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Additional case studies can be found in WBCSD’s 2011 Collaboration, innovation, transformation.
In the development of new products and services, supply chain alliances are being formed to quickly
enable the development process.
Consumer education is essential for changing buying habits in a way that is culturally meaningful.

Key Discussions and Outcomes:
 Companies are not seeing a trade-off between cost and performance for their innovative sustainable
consumption products; either top line profits will increase or bottom line costs will decrease.
 Companies are targeting mainstream consumers, where data have consistently indicated across years
and geography that they will welcome more sustainable solutions if those solutions are affordable and
provide a similar level of performance.
 Messaging to consumers is crafted to appeal to meaningful values, whether on cost savings or
protecting the environment.
 Corporate alliances can work effectively at the global scale, leveraging national market and political
knowledge.

Innovative Business Model

In this three-company panel session moderated by WEC, the following themes where discussed:
 A growing number of consumers like the concept of sustainable products, when the products/services
deliver expected performance without cost increases.
 Corporate goals of sourcing renewable energy are being applied to long-term energy contracts and
other performance indicators, which incentivize investments for innovation.
 Transparency matters in the manner in which businesses respond to product safety; emphasizing quality
and safety is a foundation of providing products and services.
 Relationships make a difference when collaborating in the supply chain, with attention to nurturing trust
in a culturally sensitive manner.
 Given the limitations of individual companies and NGOs in achieving global scale change, the search
for innovative institutional collaboration is a powerful driver to integrate the value proposition of business
with the needs of civil society.
 What is the role of government in these collaborations? Government needs to set rules and require all
to play. Government needs to lift the floors, while corporations need to lift the ceilings.

WWF’s Perspective on the Role of Business in Sustainable Consumption








In terms of role of business in sustainable consumption, WWF’s focus is on conservation partnerships.
Their work with corporations focuses on maximizing opportunities for mutual interest across three areas
to leverage change: philanthropy, marketing, and strategic/transformational partnerships.
As part of an integrated strategy to protect priority places, WWF seeks to work with companies to
improve the sustainability of global trade in key commodities, with work organized around global
challenges: forestry, fisheries, freshwater, finance, agriculture, aquaculture, and climate; and the
markets, places, and policies that impact and are impacted by them. (See
http://www.worldwildlife.org/globalmarkets for more information.)
With consumption and energy demand expected to double by 2050, and agricultural commodity
demand expected to triple by 2050, approaching corporations through partnerships is an important
approach to address these challenges.
Sustainability is pre-competitive and illuminates the power of collaboration.
Key lessons learned through partnerships with corporations include: walk before you run; solicit broad
buy-in internally, and on both sides; partnerships should be inclusive; shared work plans mean shared
ownership and outcomes; maintaining independence is critical.
The meeting was sponsored by KPMG
This meeting summary was prepared by graduate students and faculty from Virginia Tech’s XMNR
Program.

Virginia Tech’s Executive Master of Natural Resources (XMNR) in Leadership for Sustainability is an accelerated, 18-month graduate
degree for professionals in the public and private sectors. In January of each year, a new group of students begin the intensive
XMNR program with meetings one weekend per month in Washington, DC, interdisciplinary teamwork on realworld projects, a 10day International Residency, and Capstone Projects. Immediate program outcomes include organizational and policy changes
while long-term outcomes include personal and cultural transformation. Learn more at cnre.vt.edu/xmnr.
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